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Avert Catastrophe with
a Disaster Recovery Plan.
Rapid Response Assures
Business Continuity.

As a part of Recall’s comprehensive
Data Protection Services, OnPlanSM
provides proven methodologies,
technologies and personal
responsiveness in support of your
company’s contingency plan helping ensure that critical business
applications are successfully
recovered in the event of a disaster.

OnPlan
As a line of defense in your backup and recovery strategy, OnPlan
further empowers your disaster recovery and business continuity
plan. With OnPlan, Recall provides a turnkey solution customized to
protect your business from devastating losses. This includes enforcing
rotation policies to make sure necessary media and documentation
are accurately identified and protected at all times. In addition,
through regular contact with disaster coordinators at your company,
we can rapidly expedite the movement of vital information to hotsite
locations so your operations run with little to no interruption.

Procedures and expertise to help you avert catastrophe
Recall’s OnPlan service makes sure you’re covered. As the first line of
defense in the backup and recovery strategy, OnPlan empowers your
contingency plan. Through this service, Recall takes full responsibility
for a turnkey solution customized to protect your business from
devastating losses. OnPlan enforces your rotation policies, making
sure that necessary media and plan documentation are under Recall’s
protection at any point in time, and that all items are accurately
identified. Maintaining contact with the proper disaster coordinators
at your company, OnPlan speeds the movement of vital media to
hotsite locations.

Highly responsive and reliable
As specialists, we know what’s required to ensure uninterrupted
operation. We have a thorough grasp of contingency planning and
can help you design the logistics that are central to a proper recovery
program.

OnPlan Creation

Highly responsive and reliable
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OnPlan Testing

As your partner that transitions your company from data loss to
data recovery, Recall melds the needs and objectives of your data
processing organization with those of your hot site providers. Recall
maintains close working relationships with some of the most respected
names in the business. In turn, clients and hot site providers alike
measure Recall’s performance on a 24/7 basis and give us consistently
high ratings.

OnPlan Execution
To contact us, please visit recall.com
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